
                                                                                                                                                          

 

Cluster SENDCO 
 
Are you ambitious, motivated and have a passion for improving the outcomes for pupils with SEND? Do you want 
to be a strategic SENDCO who helps support the Trust in further developing our SEND practice? If so, we have an 
amazing opportunity for you. 
 
We are delighted to be advertising for a Cluster SENDCO to work with several allocated schools in the Trust. Whilst 
providing support to schools in the development of SEND systems and processes, you will also collaborate with 
our Cluster SEND Leads to raise the progress and attainment of pupils with SEND in all schools.  
 
You will be an excellent teacher with senior SEND experience, who can exemplify research-led SEND practice 
within the classroom, have great communication skills in order to support others in a professional manner, and be 
able to see next steps in teaching practice and support staff in achieving these. 
 
The work within schools will be varied; as a named SENDCO and/or in a sytem leader role, you will provide 
coaching for staff members, develop and deliver CPD for schools, support teaching assistants in enhancing their 
practice, as well as working with the SEND Team on various projects. The role is an exciting opportunity for strong 
teacher and SENDCO looking to move into a non-traditional educational leadership route in an ambitious trust that 
wants to have the best teachers in the country. 
 
We can offer you: 

• Great opportunities for personal and professional growth 

• A range of CPD opportunities 

• A supportive Trust team, with strong pedagogical knowledge 

• An ambitious Trust who uses research and evidence in practical ways 
 

The right candidate will have: 

• Strong pedagogical knowledge, and a keen interest in improving education outcomes for pupils with SEND 

• Leadership skills to enable them to support and influence others 

• A positive outlook and a resilient nature 

• A commitment to developing their own, and others, practice as part of a team 

• The ability to see next steps in teaching and offer practical advice 

• A desire to learn and develop themselves 
 
Discussions with the John Keech, Deputy Director of Education are encouraged. To make an appointment please 
contact Saira Shiraz, HR Administrator, recruitment@risemat.co.uk  
 
Closing date: Tuesday 20th February, 9:00am 
Interview: Monday 26th February 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rise Multi Academy Trust is committed to promoting equality, valuing diversity and creating a scandalously inclusive Trust. We 
are determined to ensure all our stakeholders flourish and succeed.  
We aim to foster a culture where all are valued and respected. We acknowledge and celebrate all protected characteristics. We 
endeavor to remove all barriers to learning and participation. 
Our ED&I Policy and objectives are integral to all that we do. Our vision for ED&I is simple, we aim to create an environment 
where everyone has a seat at the table, where everyone has a voice and where everyone belongs.  

 

We are committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young people and expect all staff and volunteers 
to share this commitment. As part of the Trust’s shortlisting process, all shortlisted candidates will be subject to an online search 
as part of our due diligence. Appointment to this post will also be subject to satisfactory pre-employment checks.    

 

Rise Multi Academy Trust is a Disability Confident employer.  
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